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A vanishing theorem of global cohomology groups
with values in the sheaf of Whitney jets with Gevery
conditions
By
Kohei Umeta \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} and Tsubasa Shimoyama
Abstract
In this note, we announce the exactness of  \partial-complex with coefficients in the sheaf of
Whitney jets with Gevery conditions.
§1. Introduction
In 1979, A. Dufresnoy established, in the paper [1], the exactness of  \partial-complex
of the sheaf of differentiable functions in the sence of Whitney. The result plays an
important role in asymptotic analysis. Recently, N. Honda and G. Morand constructed,
in the paper [2], the sheaf of stratified Whitney jets of Gevrey order on the subanalytic
site relative to a real analytic manifold. They had succeeded in localizing the notion of
Whitney jets with Gevery conditions on the subanalytic site. In this note we establish a
vanishing theorem of global cohomology groups on an analytic polyhedron with values in
the sheaf of Whitney jets with Gevery conditions. We only announce the main theorem
in this paper. For the detail and proof, we refer the reader to the forthcoming paper.
At the end of this section, the authors would like to express their gratitude to
Professor Naofumi Honda for the valuable advises in Hokkaido University.
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§2. The sheaf  \mathcal{W}_{X,Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}} of Whitney jets of class  \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}
Let us introduce some notations. Let  X=\mathbb{C}^{n} . We define the semi-norm  ||f||_{s,h,K}
of a  \mathcal{C}^{\infty} function  f for  s>0,  h>0 and a compact subset  K in  X by
(2.1)  ||f||_{s,h,K}:= \sup_{x\in K,\alpha\in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{n}}
\frac{|\partial^{\alpha}f(x)|}{\alpha!^{s}h|\alpha|}.
For a relatively compact open subset  V in  X , the set  E_{X,\overline{V}}^{s,h} is given by
(2.2)  E_{X,\overline{V}}^{s,h}:=\{f\in \mathcal{C}_{X,\overline{V}}^{\infty};
||f||_{s,h,\overline{V}}<\infty\},
where  \mathcal{C}_{X,\overline{V}}^{\infty} denotes the set of  f\in \mathcal{C}^{\infty}  (V ) whose arbitrary partial derivative extends to
acontinuous function on  \overline{V} . The set  E_{X,\overline{V}}^{s,h} is a Banach space with the norm  ||\cdot||_{s,h,\overline{V}} .
From now on, the symbol  \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} stands for (s) or  \{s\} . For an open subsetU  \subset X , we denote
by  E_{X}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}(U) the space of ultra-differentiable functions of class  \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} , that is,
  \mathcal{E}_{X}^{(s)}(U):= \lim_{arrow,V\subset\subset U}\lim_{\vec{harrow 0}}
E_{X,\frac{h}{V}}^{s},(2.3)   \mathcal{E}_{X}^{\{s\}}(U):= \lim_{arrow,V\subset\subset U}\lim_{\vec{harrow 
0}}E_{X,\frac{h}{V}}^{s}.
Hence  f  \in  C^{\infty}(U) belongs to  \mathcal{E}_{X}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}(U) if and only if, when  \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}  =  (s) , for any compact
subset  K in  U and for any  h>0 , the estimate  ||f||_{s,h,K}  <\infty holds, and when  \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=\{s\},
for any compact subset  K in  U , there exists  h>0 such that  ||f||_{s,h,K}  <\infty.
Let  Z be a closed subset in  X and  \mathcal{J}_{X,Z} be the sheaf of jets on  Z , that is,  \mathcal{J}_{X,Z}(U)
consists of a jet  F=  \{f_{\alpha}(x)\}_{\alpha\in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{n}} with  f_{\alpha}  \in  C(Z\leqq U) . We have the canonical sheaf
morphism  \iota_{Z} :  C_{X}^{\infty}arrow \mathcal{J}_{X,Z} by
(2.4)  f\in C_{X}^{\infty}(U)arrow\{\partial^{\alpha}f|_{Z\leqq U}\}_{\alpha\in 
\mathbb{N}_{0}^{n}} \in \mathcal{J}x,z.
For a jet  F=\{f_{\alpha}\}_{\alpha\in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{n}} in  \mathcal{J}_{X,Z}(U) , we also define the norm
(2.5)  ||F||s,h,K:= \sup_{x\in K\leqq Z,\alpha\in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{n}}\frac{|f_{\alpha}
(x)|}{\alpha!^{s}h|\alpha|}.
Definition2.1. The sheaf  \mathcal{W}_{X,Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}} of Whitney jets on  Z of class  \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} is defined by
the image sheaf of the sheaf  \mathcal{E}_{X}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}} by  \iota_{Z} , that is
(2.6)  W_{X,Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}:=\iota_{Z}(\mathcal{E}_{X}
^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}) .
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By the definition, the sheaf  \mathcal{W}_{X,Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}} satisfies the following exact sequence:
(2.7)  0arrow \mathcal{I}_{Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}arrow \mathcal{E}_{X}
^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}arrow \mathcal{W}_{X,Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}
}arrow 0.
Here  \mathcal{I}_{Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}} is the subsheaf of  \mathcal{E}_{X}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}} consisting of functions which vanish on  Z up to infinite
order.
We also need some geometrical conditions.
Definition2.2. Let  K be a compact subset. TheK is said to be 1-regular if
there exists  C>0 for which any two points  p and  q in  K are joined with a rectifiable
curve  l in  K whose length  |l| satisfies
(2.8)  |l|\leq C|p-q|.
Let  \theta=  (\theta_{1}, . . . , \theta_{l}) be independent variables. Then we define the sheaf  \mathcal{W}_{X,Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}[[\theta]]^{\ovalbox{\tt\small 
REJECT}}
on  X as follows. For any open subset  U in  X , the set  \mathcal{W}_{X,Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}[[\theta]]^{\ovalbox{\tt\small 
REJECT}}(U) consists of the
formal power series
(2.9)  G= \sum_{\beta\in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{l}}\frac{F_{\beta}}{\beta!}\theta^{\beta},
where  F_{\beta}  \in  \mathcal{W}_{X,Z}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}(U) and satisfies the following estimates: when  \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}  =  (s) , for any
compact subset  K in  U and any  h>0,
(2.10)  ||G||_{s,h,K} := \sup_{\beta\in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{l}}\frac{||F_{\beta}||_{s,h,K}}
{\beta!^{s}h|\beta|} <+\infty.
holds, and when  s=\{s\} for any compact subset  K in  U , there exists  h>0 such that
 ||G||_{s,h,K}  <  +\infty . Note that these are also soft sheaves on  X . Corollary 2.2.6 in [2]
implies the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Let  K be a compact subset which is 1-regular. Let  G  =
  \sum_{\beta\in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{l}}\frac{F_{\beta}}{\beta 1}\theta^{\beta}  \in  \mathcal{W}_{X,Z}[[\theta]](X) with  F_{\beta}  =  \{f_{\beta,\alpha}(x)\}_{\alpha\in \mathbb{N}_{0}^{n}}  \in  \mathcal{W}_{X,K}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}(X) . Then there ex-
ists  \phi(x, \theta)\in \mathcal{E}_{X\cross \mathbb{R}_{\theta}^{l}}
^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}} such that  f_{\beta,\alpha}(x)=\partial_{\theta}^{\beta}\partial_{x}^{\alpha}\phi|_{\theta
=0,x\in K}.
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where  \overline{X} denotes the complex conjugate of  X and  \mathcal{O}_{\overline{X}} is the sheaf of antiholomorphic
functions on  X . That is,  \mathcal{W}\mathcal{O}_{X,K}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}} is nothing but the  \partial-complex with coefficients in the
sheaf  \mathcal{W}_{X,K}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}} :
(3.2)  0arrow \mathcal{W}_{X,K}^{(0,0)}arrow\overline{\partial}\mathcal{W}_{X,K}^{(0,
1)}arrow\overline{\partial}\ldotsarrow\overline{\partial}\mathcal{W}_{X,K}^{(0,
n)}arrow 0.
Let  f_{1} , . . . ,  f_{l} be a sequence of l-holomorphic functions on  X . Set, forj  =1 , . . . ,  l,
(3.3)  K_{j} :=\{z\in X;|f_{1}(z)| \leq 1, . . . , |f_{j}(z)|\leq 1\}.
For convenience, we set  K_{0}  :=X and  K  :=K_{l} . We introduce the following conditions.
A1  K is compact.
The condition below guarantees that  K_{1} , . . . ,  K_{l} are regularly situated.
A2 There exists relatively compact open subanalytic subset  V containing  K and a
constant  C>0 such that
 C||f_{j}(z)|-1|  \geq dist  (z, K_{j})  (z\in K_{j-1}\leqq\overline{V})
for any  j=1 , 2, . . . ,  l.
A3 There exists relatively compact open subanalytic subset  V containing  K such that
 V\leqq K_{j} is 1-regular for any  j=1 , 2, . . . ,  l.
We have the following vanishing theorem.
Theorem3.1. Let  K be an analytic polyhedron. Assume that there exists a
sequence  f_{1} , . . . ,  f_{l} of holomorphic functions on  X satisfying the conditions A1, A2 and
A3 described above and that  K is given by (3.3). Then we have
(3.4)  H^{k}(X, \mathcal{W}\mathcal{O}_{X,K})=0 (k\neq 0) .
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